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Transforming Our View
How does what we see affect our everyday?

Positive Reaffirmations can have a great influence over someone’s outlook and shape the ways in 
which they think about the things that are important to oneself. Words and Actions are examples of 
these affirmations, and more recently they have been reproduced through an influx of Posters, Visual 
Messaging and Collaborative efforts giving a multitude of thanks and support to our essential ongoing

Health, Travel and Support services. 
  

Displayed throughout our respective areas in the Windows of Households, Interiors of Bus Stops, 
and across Open Wall Spaces, the emergence of Rainbows and Yellow Hearts are just a few of the 
forms taken to add something different to the everyday. For both the Creator and the Viewer,
 it’s purpose and intentions are linked as these Works of Art transform our outlook, leading us

towards something more Inspirational, Hopeful and Encouraging.



Equipment List: Drawing Pencil, Black Fine Liner and Colouring Pencils, Pens

This can be achieved through a handmade font style or
by using https://fontstruct.com where you can digitally

design your own font style and selection

Task: To Name and Design your own font style, and Produce a Poster that takes positive action;

Using a Drawing Pencil and a Black Fine liner,
I planned out the shapes and sizes of my own
font selection, finding a mix between Bold and
Simple styles that I am a fan of.

Next, you can choose your method; Scanning your
fonts in, Using Tracing Paper to piece together
your text or downloading your font onto Word
or Photoshop.

What are the things that you hope to take forward with you, transitioning from one stage to another.
Keeping in mind, Words and Actions, forms of Positive Reaffirmations, I would like to propose a way
in which we can continue to Transform Our Outlook on Life and the things going on around us.



For my example, I scanned in a handmade font style and started picking the letters
to put together my phrase “Smile”

Begin piecing your phrase or sentence together; this could be through the use of Tracing Paper,
going over your words before you print them onto your paper, Selecting from your scans or

directly onto your page using your created and downloaded font.

Once you are happy with how your phrase looks and have worked towards composing 
onto your page the way you want, start thinking about your finish, what kind of
Bold and Vibrant colours will you include? Think about colours that reflect thte

qualities of your phrase or sentence.


